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WORKSTATIONS PERFORM BETTERWORKSTATIONS PERFORM BETTERWORKSTATIONS PERFORM BETTERWORKSTATIONS PERFORM BETTER    WITH DISKEEPERWITH DISKEEPERWITH DISKEEPERWITH DISKEEPER    
 
“Diskeeper is a great product that helps maintain the integrity of our systems. We have over 
5,000 computers in our corporation and Diskeeper helps keep them running efficiently. Diskeeper is 
part of the standard image for every desktop and a standard setup on all of our servers. We have 
users who aren’t technically savvy so the product reduces the amount of time needed to keep their 
machines running smoothly. I have extensive development and maintenance background on servers 
and desktops and know the ease of use is a huge bonus. 
 
“We have users that will complain bitterly if their machines become sluggish and Diskeeper is the 
frontline to reduce this issue with minimal interaction from the users. I wouldn’t want to be around 
without the product in use, as the noise would be deafening.” 
 
Mark Lecuyer, Distribution Applications, Manitoba HydroMark Lecuyer, Distribution Applications, Manitoba HydroMark Lecuyer, Distribution Applications, Manitoba HydroMark Lecuyer, Distribution Applications, Manitoba Hydro    
 
 
“Diskeeper deployment with the Administrator is great. I am able to install clients in minutes even to 
remote locations. InvisiTasking has eliminated the need to for our HelpDesk people to manually 
defrag machines. This saves on the amount of time spent on first call support every time they work 
on a machine. Fragmentation is gone in less than an hour from the time of install on a workstation. 
No more manual defrag on 2500 workstations that is a huge time savings. Do not overlook all of the 
reports that can be run with Diskeeper Administrator. This is the best version yet.” 
 
Dave Johnson, Joliet Junior CollegeDave Johnson, Joliet Junior CollegeDave Johnson, Joliet Junior CollegeDave Johnson, Joliet Junior College    
    
  
“Diskeeper is one of the many tools we rely on to keep performance at the best possible level for 
9000 end user clients. I cannot imagine what our environment would be like without Diskeeper. 
Automation is a big part of what keeps our systems running 24/7. It provides administrative 
templates which allow us to manage our configuration using Active Directory group policy. 
 
“Diskeeper is really a ‘no brainer’. When I have reached out for assistance or guidance, Support has 
been well above the bar. I am confident without Diskeeper those rates of service technician visits 
related to hard drive failures would be much higher and our customer satisfaction levels would be 
significantly lower as a result.” 
 
TonTonTonTony Fleming, Enterprise Technology Group, OSF Healthcare Systemy Fleming, Enterprise Technology Group, OSF Healthcare Systemy Fleming, Enterprise Technology Group, OSF Healthcare Systemy Fleming, Enterprise Technology Group, OSF Healthcare System    
  
 “I have been in the Technology field for twenty years and have seen a number of products come and 
go, as well as those that have stayed. With Diskeeper the inescapable logic is the effect that 
fragmentation has on a hard drive. That is where Diskeeper, the proven industry leader, comes in. 
 
“Using Diskeeper on our 2000 workstations, without using the automatic defrag feature would be 
akin to buying a Ferrari and removing the air bags - there goes your safety net! Diskeeper makes 
your job easier, with all of the features that come standard coupled with the fact that it operates 
seamlessly and almost invisibly in the background.” 
 
Tyrone S. Logan, Systems Administrator, Baltimore City Public Schools, Security Data Center ServicesTyrone S. Logan, Systems Administrator, Baltimore City Public Schools, Security Data Center ServicesTyrone S. Logan, Systems Administrator, Baltimore City Public Schools, Security Data Center ServicesTyrone S. Logan, Systems Administrator, Baltimore City Public Schools, Security Data Center Services    


